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Objectives and Goals



Social contribution is at it's core.

It operates with a mindset of a lean start up.

It's sustainable and independent via its
business operations.

alBeqsha is a social enterprise based in Dubai,

founded in 2017 to celebrate Arabic Culture and

make it accessible. 

The following page includes our key objectives and

goals.

 
 



AED XXXX of shared income, handed to all partnering / collaborating

Artist (annually).

AED XXXX is spend on crafts made by UAE Artisans (annually).

AED XXXX is spend on crafts experts (annually).

# of partnerships with local creatives/artists.

XXX% satisfaction with ease of website navigation.

Obj. (1) a leading social enterprise with best practices, generating

renvenues of AED XXXXX
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Increase the reach in social media channels.

# of frequent (website) visitors to read blog .
# of published stories, “why I am a UAE Ambassadors?”. (E)

# of published stories, “why they call it My UAE?”. (R)

 Obj. (2) raise awareness about culture (a) Residents to connect to
their 2nd home (b)  Emiraties, particularly younger-generation to
be grounded with their national identity.

# of gift / souvenirs variations.

# of gift / souvenirs sold - stories told.

Obj. (3) enrich the market with gifts / souvenirs that authentically

represent UAE - and triggers story-telling.
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# of various cultural experiences hosted.

# of people attended experiences.

# of craft Facilitators  at age of below 40.

Obj. (4) Make culture and heritage accessible for people to interact

with and celebrate.

Obj. (5) Through games and experiences, reach kids of 7+ to embed

arab values and  share insights about UAE/GCC culture .
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Digital Reach Social ImpactBusiness Results



@alBeqsha 
 054-7677664 
alBeqsha.ae 

Be part of the

move..

connect with us 


